
SUPEX EASY HANG Stainless Steel Clothes Lines 
 

Instructions for fitting to your Caravan or RV awning 
 

Easy Hang clothes lines are designed to fit between the supporting arms of your awning in 

accordance with the photo below. Be sure that you fit on the inside edge of the awning arms. 

Supplied with each Easy Hang line are 2 “U” shaped saddles and 4 stainless steel pop rivets for easy 

fitting to your awning. These are the mountings in which your clothes line is fitted for use and 

removal when travelling. We do not recommend that these lines are left permanently on your 

awning as they may flap onto the side of your caravan when travelling marking or scratching your 

vehicle.  As well they may pull slightly against your awning when rolling up and down, possibly 

scratching inner awning arms. Takes only a few seconds to fit and refit the line. 

Tools required for fitting saddles to awning: 
Electric or battery drill 
4mm drill bit 
Pop riveter                                                                                   
Tape measure 
Pencil or pen to mark where to drill 
3mm hex key or 3mm brill bit (to adjust line tension) (hex key is best) 
8mm open ended spanner 
 

Fitting one line only 
Drill a 4mm hole on the inside edge (in centre) of your awning arm, approximately 90mm below the 
awning roll (round roll holding your vinyl awning). 
Put pop rivet into one saddle hole with other hole of saddle pointing downwards along awning arm 
Put this rivet which is in saddle through drilled hole. 
Pop the rivet with the riveter 
Ensure saddle is straight down arm before drilling next hole. 
Drill a 4mm hole through other hole in saddle into the centre of inside edge of awning arm. 
Put pop rivet through hole in saddle and through drilled hole 
Pop the rivet with riveter 
 
On the opposite arm at the other end of caravan, fit saddle as you did above on inside edge of 
awning arm. 
 
Unroll and straighten clothes line 
On end of clothes line undo, round type clip, from end pin. Do this by turning clip until it comes out 
hole of pin 
Put line end over saddle 
Push pins through hole in end, saddle and other end hole so pin protrudes so clip can go back 
through pin 
Put clip through pin hole. Roll round until clip is fitted and loose so it won’t fall out. 
On other end of line and other end of caravan do the same to other saddle. 
Adjust tightness of line by putting hex key or 3mm drill through small hole in tube near end (ensure 
nuts are backed off so adjustment can be done) and turn this tube fitting until line is tightened. 
We recommend that line is not fully tight. Should have some slack left in it. 
While holding hex key or drill through tube fitting, tighten nuts onto tube fitting. 

“More information https://www.caravansplus.com.au"



 
 
 

Fitting Second line 
 
This is to be fitted below the first line 
Drill 4mm a hole approximately 60mm below the last hole you drilled (bottom hole in lower saddle) 
Pop rivet this saddle as you did the first line 
Do all other as you did the first line. 
 
 

To remove and store. 
 
This should take less than a minute 
 
Turn the end clips on pins to remove, remove pin, take line down from saddle, fit pin back into end 
and fit clip. 
Do the same on other end. 
Roll clothes line up in approximately 300 mm diameter circle, push ends through centre a few times 
to keep line in circle.  
Store inside your caravan 
 

You would now have SUPEX “EASY HANG” clothes line or lines which you will 
be totally delighted with as you make use of them. 
 

 

“More information https://www.caravansplus.com.au"




